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The main purpose of this paper is using the classical estimation of the Kloosterman
sum and the analytic method to study the 2k-th power mean of Dirichlet L-functions
with the weight of general Kloosterman sums and give an interesting 2k-th mean value
theorem.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let q be an integer 2 and / a Dirichlet character modulo q. Then for
any fixed integer m and n, we define the general Kloosterman sum
S(m, n, /, q) as
S(m, n, /, q)= :
q
a=1
/(a) e \ma+naq + ,
where a denotes the solution b of the congruence equation ab#1( mod q);
that is, b is the inverse of a modulo q, and e( y)=e2?iy.
The upper bound estimation of S(m, n, /, q) has been studied by many
people. For instance, S. Chowla [2] and A. V. Malyshev [3] have proved
that
|S(m, n, /, p)|<<(m, n, p)12 p12+=,
where p is a prime, = is any fixed positive number, and (m, n, p) denotes the
greatest common divisor of m, n, and p.
For an arbitrary composite number q we guess that
|S(m, n, /, q)|<<q12(m, n, q)12 d(q), (1)
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where d(q) is the divisor function. But it has not been proved at present.
In spite of that, we are quite sure about the correctness of (1). In fact,
S(m, n, /, q) presents many good distribution properties in some number
theory problems. The main purpose of this paper is using the mean value
theorem of Dirichlet L-functions, the classical estimation of the Kloosterman




|L(1, /)|2k |S(m, n, /, q)|2, (2)
and to give a sharper mean value theorem. It appears that no one had
studied this problem yet; at least, we have not seen such a mean value
before. The problem is interesting because it can help us to find some
relationships between Dirichlet L-functions and the general Kloosterman
sum. In this paper, we shall prove the following:
Theorem. Let q2 be an integer. Then for any integer m and n with
(m, q)=(n, q)=1, we have the asymptotic formula
:
/{/0











p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q32+=),
where /{/0 denotes the summation over all nonprincipal characters modulo
q, ,(q) is the Euler function, = denotes any fixed positive number, >p | q denotes
the product over all different prime divisors of q, and C nm=m!(n!(m&n)!).
In particular, from this theorem we immediately deduce:
Corollary. Let q3 be an integer; then for any integers m and n with
(m, q)=(n, q)=1, we have the asymptotic formula
:
/{/0









In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we need several lemmas.
First, we have the following result of Estermann:
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Lemma 1. Let m, n, and q be integers with q2. Then we have the
estimates
S(m, n, q)= :$
q
a=1
e \ma+naq +<<(m, n, q)12 q12 d(q),
where $a denotes the summation over all a such that (a, q)=1 and e( y)=e2?iy.
Proof. (See Ref. [4]).
Lemma 2. Let f (x) be a polynomial of degree k with leading coefficient
a0 , and define the difference operator 2 by (2f )(x)= f (x+1)& f (x). Then
we have
2kf (x)=k! a0 , 2lf (x)=0 (lk+1)
Especially for f (n)=(C nk+n&1)
2, we have
22k&2f (n)=C k&12k&2 .
Proof. This result can be easily proved by the properties of the difference
operator and mathematical induction.
Lemma 3. Let q be an integer with q3 and dk(n) denote the kth divisor
function (i.e., the number of solutions of the equation n1n2 } } } nk=n in positive













p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
ps + ,
where ‘(s) denotes the Riemann zeta function.























+ } } } + .
For n>1, let n= pm11 } } } p
mr
r denote the factorization of n into prime
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C k&12k&2
pns



























p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
ps + .
This proves Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. Let q be an integer with q3 and / a Dirichlet character




|A( y, /)| 2<< y2&(42k)+=,2(q), (3)
where = denotes any fixed positive number.
Proof. We use mathematical induction (for k) to prove the estimate (3).
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(i) If k=1, then we have
:
/{/0









So (3) holds for k=1.
(ii) If k=2, then from the partition identities we have



























Applying the Cauchy inequality and (4) we have
:
/{/0














} :n- y /(n)}
2
_} :m- y /(m)}
2
<<y1+=,2(q). (5)
That is, (3) holds for k=2.
(iii) Assume (3) holds for k=s2, i.e.,
:
/{/0
|A( y, /, s)|2<< y2&(42 s)+=,2(q).
Then for k=s+1, from the partition identities we have
A( y, /)= :
N<n y
/(n) ds+1(n)= :
N<r1 } } } rs+1 y






/(m) /(rs+1) ds(m)& :
mrs+1N
/(m) /(rs+1) ds(m)
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Applying the Cauchy inequality and the inductive hypothesis we have
:
/{/0
|A( y, /, s+1)| 2
<< \ :m y 1&(22 s ) d
2











} :m y1&22 s /(m) ds(m) }
2
_} :rs+1 y22 s /(rs+1)}
2
<< y2&(42s)+=,2(q)+ y2&(42 s+1)+=,2(q)
<< y2&(42 s+1)+=,2(q).
This proves that (3) holds for k=s+1. On combining (i), (ii), and (iii) it
follows that the estimate (3) holds for all positive integer k.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Let q be a positive integer with q3 and / be the Dirichlet






d 12 } :/{/0 /(ld+1) |L(1, /)|
2k }=O(q1+=),
where /0 denotes the principal character modulo q, and = denotes any fixed
positive number.
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Proof. For convenience, we put
A(/, y)= :
q(ld+1)<n y
/(n) dk(n), B(/, y)= :
q<n y
/(n) dk(n).
Then for s>1, the series L(s, /) is absolutely convergent, so applying



























It is clear that the above formula also holds for s=1 and /{/0 . Hence
from the definition of the Dirichlet L-function we have
:
/{/0





























































































d 12( |M1|+|M2 |+ |M3 |+|M4 | ). (6)
Now we shall estimate each term in the expression (6).
(i) From the orthogonality relation for character sums modulo q,




if n#m mod q;
otherwise.
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q 3 } 2k&2
q








d 12 \ :nq(ld+1)
dk(n)
n +\|

















|B(/ , y)| dy. (9)
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|B(/ , y)|,12(q) \ :/{/0 |B(/ , y)|
2+
12
,32(q) y1&(22 k)+=. (10)






d 12 |M2 |
,(q) |
q3 } 2 k&2
q
1
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q































































q3 } 2 k&2
q(ld+1)








d 12 \ :$mq
dk(m)
m +\|




























__ :$mq :q(ld+1)<n y













__ :$mq :$q(ld+1)<n y













__ :$mq :$q(ld+1)<n y
d 12 dk(m) dk(n)
m & dy+O(q1+=1).
(ld+1)n#m(q) (12)
Now for any fixed positive integers m and n, there exists at most one l with
1l q&1d such that the congruence equation:
(ld+1) n#m(q).
If m, n, and l satisfy this congruence equation, then m#n(d ) and m{n for
1nd. Thus from (12) we have










q 3 } 2 k&2
d
1
y2 _ :$mq :$1n y









y2 _ :$m<q :$1n y


























where we have used the estimation d(n)<<n=1.
























d 12 } :/{/0 /(ld+1) |L(1, /)|
2k }=O(q1+=).
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.











p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q=).
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Proof. Let A( y, /)=q2 k<n y /(n) dk(n); then from the definition of



































\ :1nq 2 k
/(n) dk(n)












































Applying Lemma 3 and (15) we obtain
:
/{/0
|L(1, /)| 2k=,(q) ‘2k&1(2) ‘





p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q=).
This proves Lemma 6.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In this section, we shall complete the proof of the theorem. First we have
:
/{/0







e \(r&s) m+(r &s ) nq + :/{/0 /(rs ) |L(1, /)|
2k

















e \r(1&s ) m+r (1&s) nq +
_ :
/{/0
/(s) |L(1, /)| 2k. (16)
From (16) and Lemmas 1 and 6 we get
:
/{/0











p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q=)
+O \q12 d(q) :$
q
s=2
((s&1) m, (s &1) n, q)12 } :/{/0 /(s) |L(1, /)|
2k }+ .
(17)
Note that (m, q)=(n, q)=(s, q)=1, and (1&s, q)=(ss &s, q)=(s(s &1), q)
=(s &1, q), so we have (s&1, s &1, q)=(s&1, q). Thus, from (17) and
Lemma 5 we obtain
:
/{/0











p |n q \1&
C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q=)
+O \q12 d(q) :$
q
s=2












p |n q \1&
C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q=)
+O \q12 d(q) :d | q :
(q&1)d
l=1












p |n q \1&
1&C k&12k&2
p2 ++O(q(32)+=).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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